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n the field, 7-year-old Bentley takes 

her job retrieving waterfowl seri-

ously. If the black Labrador retriever 

doesn’t see exactly where the target

goes down, she carefully follows the

directions of her owner, Trevor Hogan, to 

find it. 

At home in Leaf River, Ill., however, Bent-

ley assumes a more casual role as a furry 

sibling to the Hogans’ two young daughters. 

Her retrieving is limited to tossed toys and 

running is a playful game of chase—at tod-

dler speed. 

“Bentley has two modes: for hunting,

energy is high and drive is hard. When she

steps inside, she’s calm, gentle and patient,” 

says Hogan.

Like Bentley, some hunting dogs can turn 

out to be the perfect dual-purpose pet: your 

companion in the field and a pal at home. 

But to get that perfect fit, it’s essential to 

know your breeds and do your homework. 

Find a dedicated athlete who can retrieve a 
pheasant at dawn and play with the kids at night
BY DEBBIE SWANSON

LABRADOR

RETRIEVER

Described as “an 
ideal sporting and 
family dog” by the 
AKC, the popular 
and lovable Lab 
will easily transi-
tion from a day 
in the field to an 
evening by the TV. 
With webbed feet, 
Labs swim with 
enthusiasm and 
have fun retrieving 
a tennis ball as 
well as a duck.
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Evaluate the Breeds
Hunting breeds are natural family com-

panions, says American Kennel Club 

spokesperson Lisa Peterson. 

“They are bred to work closely with 

their owners,” she says. “The English 

springer spaniel, Brittany and Ger-

man shorthaired pointer are (some) 

examples. They’re equally known for 

their ability to keep going under adverse 

hunting conditions and for their cheer-

ful, affectionate and eager-to-please 

attitude.”

Sporting and hound dogs vary in their 

talents, so first decide what you need in 

the field—whether it’s a pointer to flush 

birds, a gun dog to retrieve game or a 

hound to track prey.  

Traits to Consider
The next step is to take into account how 

the dog will interact with your family: 

» Some breeds, like Labs and golden 

retrievers, are naturally gentle and 

patient around young children or the 

elderly. 

» Size is important. Be sure most fam-

ily members will be able to handle the 

adult dog. 

» Consider your other pets—breeds 

such as terriers may not be able to resist 

chasing a small animal.

» Know your noise level. Some dogs 

are more vocal than others; hounds 

tend to have a distinctive “bay.” 

» Make sure your indoor and outdoor 

living spaces can accommodate the dog. 

See Them In Action
A visit to a hunt club is a good way 

to meet dogs and owners, or you can 

browse online for videos that show hunt 

tests and field trials. 

You should also talk with breeders. 

“Remember that most hunting breeds 

have two lines, show and field,” says 

Jim Alden, president of the Colorado 

Gun Dog Association. “Show lines have 

been bred for showing and exhibit (less) 

hunting drive, where field lines are the 

hyper, hunting lines.”

And don’t overlook breed rescue 

groups, where many purebreds await a 

second chance. 

“A common misconception is that the 

dog needs to be trained from a puppy,” 

says Eric Grubbs, executive director of 

the Boykin Spaniel Rescue in Boiling 

Springs, S.C. “Hunting instincts have 

been bred (in Boykins) since 1905. If you 

introduce them correctly, you can take 

a dog that’s never been in the field, and 

if there are birds, they’ll work.”

Keep Them Moving 
Activity levels are a major consideration 

for any dog and even more so for these 

athletic breeds. 

“The average bird-hunting dog will 

cover about five times the ground as its 

handler—between 30 and 40 miles per 

day,” says Alden. “If (you’re) not going to 

hunt a hunting dog, exercise is the most 

important thing.”

Find a breed that will adapt well to 

your family’s lifestyle. Dogs bred to 

swim, like the American water spaniel, 

can get a workout playing at a nearby 

pond. All-around athletes like the Ger-

man shorthaired pointer will eagerly 

trot along while you hike, jog or bike.

When she’s not hunting , Liesl, a Wei-

maraner who thrives on both pointing 

and retrieving birds, has other ways to 

get her daily fix. “I’m a distance runner, 

so she’s thrilled to run with me,” says 

Julie Busha of Cramerton, N.C. “We’re 

truly blessed to have such a versatile 

dog.”

Play the Mind Game
Intelligence contributes to making 

these dogs successful hunting compan-

ions, but it also means they should be 

engaged and challenged at home. 

“They’re used to having a job to do and 

are very eager to work,” says Peterson. 

Start with a basic obedience class and 

practice at home to provide mental ex-

ercise. Your dog will enjoy having a “job” 

around the house, such as returning his 

toys to a toy box. And since these dogs 

thrive on a job well done, be lavish with 

your praise. 
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 GOLDEN RETRIEVER

Everybody’s golden boy, this 
retriever is an historically adept 
field hunter. He boasts a well-honed 
work ethic, intelligence and a steady 
temperament. A true family friend, 
the popular golden is eager to work, 
yet relaxed and playful at home.

 BOYKIN SPANIEL  This high-
energy breed (the official state dog 
of South Carolina) has a cheerful, so-
cial nature and is a proficient retriever 
of turkey and waterfowl. “Boykins 
have a fantastic temperament and 
are great with children as well as the 
elderly. They’re loyal and committed; 
they live to please their master,” says 
Boykin rescuer Eric Grubbs. 

 BEAGLE      The AKC calls this 
compact dog “a wonderful family 
pet.” His size and gentle nature 
make him a manageable companion 
for children and for leashed walks. 
Due to his superior sense of smell 
and stamina, he’s a proficient rabbit 
hunter. But at home, bolting after 
a scent can be dangerous, so a 
fenced-in yard is important.
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